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Story

Hugo’s new teacher appears pretty strange to him! Dr. Torres has a very weird accent and doesn’t look

like a history teacher at all – more like a well-conditioned secret agent … But what kind of mission does he

go after in Hugo’s school? Together with his good friend Nico Hugo tries to find out what the mysterious

teacher has to conceal. As if this wasn’t enough, Hugo has to take extra lessons in order to get better

grades. And guess who turns out to be his private tutor: Laura Berg! The most annoying and horrible girl at

school! Though there is just one solution to this disaster: Hugo has to get rid of her immediately!

• Each volumes a standalone story focusing on one topic e.g. sports, school, girls

• Witty comic-style illustrations supporting the text

• Authentic and understanding description of the world of an 12-year-old

• Author Sabine Zett is perfectly entitled to understand the mind of a 12-year-old as she has a son of the

same age

• Easy to read as funny illustrations break up the text
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Sabine Zett grew up in Westphalia. As a young student she enjoyed writing stories and wrote articles for a

local newspaper. After graduation she has worked as a journalist for several years.

When her son and daughter were born, she began writing theatre and radio plays, and books for children.

She lives in the lower Rhine area together with her family.

More information on www.sabine-zett.de

More titles in this series

Stay Cool, Hugo! (Vol. 6) Hugo Chills (Vol. 5) Hugo’s Had Enough (Vol. 3)

Hugo the Genius (Vol. 1) Very Important Hugo (Vol. 4)
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